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Аннотация: В статье представлена информация об истории Бухары, ее
исторических памятниках, строении исторических памятников, истории их
строительства. В нем также рассказывается о правителях, которые жили в
истории Бухары, изменениях, произошедших в их время, и построенных
зданиях. В статье также подробно рассказывается об истории мавзолея
Саманидов и о том, что было использовано при его строительстве.
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Annotatsiya – Maqolada Buxoroning tarixi, unda joylashgan tarixiy
yodgorliklar, tarixiy yodgorliklarning tuzilishi, bunyod etilishi tarixi haqida
ma’lumotlar keltirilgan. Shu bilan birga Buxoro tarixida yashagan hukmdorlar, ular
yashagan davrda yuz bergan o’zgarishlar va qurilgan inshootlar haqida yoritilgan.
Maqolada Somoniylar maqbarasining tarixi, uning qurilishida nimalardan
foydalanilgani haqida ham batafsil ma’lumotlar keltirilgan.
Kalit so’zlar: Buxoro tarixi, tarixiy yodgorliklar, Ismoil Somoniy maqbarasi,
hokimiyat, hukmdorlar, siyosat, tarixiy asarlar.
Abstract – The article provides information about the history of Bukhara, its
historical monuments, the structure of historical monuments, the history of their
construction. It also tells about the rulers who lived in the history of Bukhara, the
changes that took place during their time and the buildings that were built. The article
also details the history of the Samanid mausoleum and what was used in its
construction.
Key words: history of Bukhara, historical monuments, mausoleum of Ismail
Somoni, government, rulers, politics, historical works.
Introduction. Ismail Somoni was a talented, energetic and extremely
intelligent statesman of the Middle Ages. When he united Movarounnahr, he sought
to establish a strong feudal state. He used all the subtleties of his sovereignty to
ensure and strengthen lasting peace in his homeland. First, he gathered a large army
and sent troops to the nomadic steppe. In 893 he conquered the city of Taraz and
dealt a severe blow to the steppes. This was the last major march against the nomads
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during the Samanid period. As a result, the continuous invasions of the steppe tribes
into the Movarounnahr provinces ceased, and the settlers were now forced to work
hundreds of kilometers around the oases to build defensive walls and countless
fortresses and to repair them on a regular basis. From the same period, the usual
annual hashar of the Kampirak wall, an ancient defensive structure that surrounded
the Bukhara oasis for more than 300 km, was stopped and left unattended. According
to Narshahi, Amir Ismail, referring to his powerful army, said, "As long as I live, I
will be the wall of Bukhara region."
Literature review. The independence of the people of Movarounnahr and the
rise of the Samanid state in this land undoubtedly frightened the Arab Caliphate,
which was deprived of the great wealth that was constantly being extracted from the
eastern provinces. Therefore, the Khilafah seeks to confront the Saffarids and the
Samanids, weakening both states and regaining some influence in these rich
provinces. The war between them, which began in 900, ended in Ishmael's victory.
The whole of Khorasan fell to the Samanids. Out of desperation, the caliph was
forced to recognize Ishmael's vast state and send him a certificate of authority. Thus,
at the end of the ninth century, Movarounnahr was permanently freed from the
tyranny of the Arab Caliphate. Ismail Somoni united the whole of Movarounnahr into
a strong state under his rule. He abolished the Saffarid state in Khorasan and annexed
it. As a result, the largest independent feudal state of its time, with its capital in
Bukhara, was formed. The state was ruled by Samanid rulers until the end of the tenth
century [1]. This historical monument, one of the rarest examples of Samanid
architecture in Central Asia, was built by Ismail Somoni. As for Ismail Somoni, he is
a major political figure who founded the Samanid state in Bukhara. Ismail Somoni
was born in Bukhara in 848, was the viceroy of the Samanids in Bukhara in 874, and
ruled the whole of Movarounnahr from 888. Ismail Somoni pursued a policy of
strengthening the central government, gathering scholars, writers, craftsmen and
artisans from various places in Bukhara. He made a great contribution to the
development of culture. Following the example of the caliphs of Baghdad, he built a
huge mausoleum for himself. In 893 he fortified the northern frontiers by marching
on Taraz. In 900 he united Movarounnahr and Khorasan.
During the construction of the monument, local states independent of the Arab
Caliphate began to form in Central Asia. The Tahirid state was established in
Khorasan and the Samanid state in Movarounnahr. Indigenous states were united
around a single center, and science flourished.
In 874, Ismail was appointed deputy of Bukhara. At that time, his brother Nasr
was ruling in Movarounnahr. The relationship between Nasr and Ishmael broke down
in 888, leading to war. After winning the war, Ishmael became the ruler of the whole
of Movarounnahr. In 893 he marched on Taraz and fortified the Northern Frontiers.
Analysis. The mausoleum of Ismail Somoni was built during the Middle Ages
(IX-X centuries), between 864-868, in the old part of present-day Bukhara. Because
the building served as a tomb, its interior was a one-room square with three steps
(four - four walls, eight - the passage from the wall to the roof and the dome - the
roof). It is made of baked bricks, stone and wood. As for the design of the
mausoleum, the quiet brick ornaments are reminiscent of a barbed wire fence or reed,
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wicker fabric. Wall thickness - 1.8 m., History - 10.80 × 10.70 m on the outside, 7.20
× 7.20 m on the inside. The top is covered with a dome. The four corners are
columnar, with 4 domes around the dome. At the top of the wall is a sunken window
(40). Each window is framed. The canopy at the top of the porch is bordered by a
pearl necklace [1].
There are small brick chords on both sides. The interior of the building is
inextricably linked to the building outside and is similar in style. The inner wall is
supported by columns on top of each other at the base of the dome. The arches form
the base of an 8-sided dome. At the corners of the edges there are columns supporting
the dome. During archeological excavations (1927) it was discovered that there were
2 wooden sagas on the stage of the room. The mausoleum of Ismail Somoni is in the
form of a four-sided chordara, the structure of which is a great architectural
masterpiece, which preserves the traditions of ancient Sogdian architecture [2].
The mausoleum of Ismail Somoni is a unique work of the world's schools of
architecture and construction. Architects and builders are proud of this unique
architectural monument, historians’ study its creation and artists love to depict its
images on various objects.
The mausoleum of Ismail Somoni shows the rise and development of
architecture and construction techniques in Bukhara in the IX century. Since that
time, high-quality baked bricks and albastar mixtures have been used in construction
[3].
Prior to the restoration of this unique monument, mathematical knowledge,
especially geometry, was well developed in Bukhara.
It is no coincidence that Professor M. Bulatov wrote his doctoral dissertation
based on the study of the rules and laws of handasa used in its construction. There are
still many unexplored aspects of the structure, laws, rules, and methods of
construction [4].
It is no secret that this highly professionally built historical monument
equipped the most experienced builders of that time, the most talented architects,
with design and construction methods, and greatly enhanced their knowledge and
skills [5].
The mausoleum of Ismail Somoni is a centralized structure, the main volume
of which consists of a cube and a space dome, which are slightly inclined as the four
walls rise. One of the features of the structure is the structure that connects the dome
with the wall squares [6]. All the facades of the mausoleum are done in the same
way. The walls are decorated on the inside and outside with high-quality baked
bricks, and carvings are used in the construction [7].
Discussion. The collection of decorative bricks gave the building a sense of
relief. The entrance door openings are made in the form of an arched arch. These
solutions, especially arched arches and domed roof constructions, have been widely
used in recent times not only in the architecture of Bukhara, but also in the
architecture of Central Asia as a whole [8].
There are many benefits to using dome coverings when needed. One of them is
that at that time, there were almost no reinforced concrete-like objects and structures
that worked well even in the bending parts of long-lasting structures [9]. That's why
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the roof is made in such a way that any structure built on it is mainly compressed. As
a result, the projections of the buildings are made of brick in the form of arches, and
the roofs are made of bricks in the form of domes [10].
On the other hand, in arid and hot climates, a domed solution is effective in
conditions where large amounts of solar radiation fall to the ground. Sunlight falls
vertically on only a part of the domed roof and heats up only that part; at this time the
radiation does not fall vertically on the rest of the dome and the roof does not heat up
much [11]. The third aspect of the domed roof is that the heat dissipates quickly from
such a surface and the roof cools quickly. When the wind blows, the process
intensifies.
The architectural monument of Ismail Somoni has been well preserved for
more than XI century. It is also known as the "Architectural Pearl of the Orient", a
masterpiece of world architecture [12]. Although the monument is based on pre-Arab
traditions, it marked the further development of a new style, new form and new
solutions not only in Bukhara, but also in Central Asian architecture.
In the middle of the dome of the building there is a drum structure covered
with a dome for light and hot air, and on its sides there are arched openings [13]. The
outer corners of the walls are made of patterned columns, and the backs of the walls
and entrance doors are skillfully made of decorative, polished bricks. A closer look at
the interior of a domed building reveals that the art of creating it dates back to ancient
times and has become a tradition [14]. An architectural analysis of the monument
shows that it is genetically related to the architecture of Iran, Mesopotamia.
There is no denying that several tectonic solutions have been developed in this
structure as a whole [15]. The confident use of the foundations of housing and
cultural architecture in the example of this building shows that the Bukhara School of
Architecture was highly developed at that time.
Conclusion. Thus, the size of the mausoleum of Ismail Somoni - the celestial
and structural structure - determined the development of the domed buildings built
after him. Architectural patterns, beautiful silent decorative elements, and extremely
beautiful and elegant artistic expressions testify to the flourishing of the art of
bricklaying at that time. The brickwork in the mausoleum is made with a high degree
of artistic taste, which makes it one of the masterpieces of world architecture.
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